
MODULE 4 

Timeline of production tasks 

Work backwards from the book’s release to determine what 
needs to be done and by when 

• distribution of books to purchasers and/or retailers 

• book release 

• take delivery of finished books 

• printing and/or binding 

• reviewing proofs from printer 

• hand over files to printer (remote upload) 

• proofreading and checking (both for grammar, etc. and technical accuracy) 

• picture finishing 

• preparing illustrations 

• editing 

• book layout (with placeholder images and/or illustrations if necessary) 

• manuscript writing 

• cover design 

• acquiring pictures (publication quality) 

• researching (possibly with assistance) 
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Case Study (“Steam Encounters at Montreal”) 

This is the schedule I’m working from, as outlined around 
Christmas 2019, for the early months of 2020 (date references 
are weeks beginning on Sundays)—working backwards 

• distribution of books [weeks of March 22 and March 29]  

• book release [on or about March 22] 

• take delivery of finished books [by Friday, March 20] 

• printing (no binding) [week of March 15] 

• reviewing proofs from printer [week of March 15] 

• hand over files to printer [Thursday, March 12] 

• proofreading and checking [week of March 8] 

• picture finishing [a full month starting February 12] 

• preparing illustrations [ongoing, starting week of February 2] 

• editing [ongoing, up until handing over to proofreaders] 

• book layout [concurrent with writing, six weeks beginning February 2]  

• manuscript writing [six weeks beginning February 2] 

• cover design [provisional design week of January 26, finished design beginning week of 
February 2] 

• acquiring pictures [done years in advance] 

• researching [done years in advance, but more pertinent research beginning week of 
January 5 with help from trusted assistants] 
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Day-to-day, week-to-week, year-to-year 
productivity 

• differentiate between creative sessions and “administrative” sessions (the creative are the 
demanding ones) 

• timed work sessions (“Pomodoro technique”) 

• determine pattern of creative/rest sessions [I use 50 minutes sessions, with breaks a 
minimum of 10 minutes to a maximum of a couple of hours as required for other 
activities] 

• determine number of creative sessions per day [I suggest a minimum of two, maximum 
of four; I do four] 

• determine weekly work schedule [I work Sunday through Thursday] 

• determine time of day for creative work [my four sessions of creative work, with other 
activities slotted in, take me to about 2 p.m.; other people do their best creative work at 
night] 

• build in single weeks off [I try not to work more than six consecutive weeks without at 
least one week off] 

• build in longer blocks of time [I take breaks from working on books for two or more 
weeks at least twice per year] 

• it’s a solitary life being a writer, so build in at least one hour per workday (two or more is 
preferable) of forcing yourself out of the house to be around other people [as a minimum, 
every afternoon I head to a coffee shop which is a fixture of our local community] 

Suggested reading 
• “The War of Art” (Steven Pressfield) 

• “Daily Rituals: How Artists Work” (Mason Currey) 

Homework 

Determine a rough timeline for your book project 

• recognize that you have done most of the work for your book over several years or 
decades already 

• to force yourself to a realistic schedule, work backwards 

• build in extra weeks of time for “unforeseens” [I didn’t in my example, but that was 
because everything will be straightforward and I’ve gone through the drill a few times] 
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